Sant Cugat del Vallès is a city of the metropolitan area of Barcelona. The extensive growth has configured multiple peripheral neighbourhoods close to Collserola’s Natural Park, which become satellites of consolidated urban cores.

Les Planes is one of those neighbourhoods, self-built during the sixties, due to immigration and nowadays with a high level of unemployed people. It has a residential character with the minimum of private and public services disconnected of the rest of cities.

The actions focuses on the revival and transformation of the ‘Espai Pere Grau’, a very little equipped area with a potential degree of sociability.

The proposal aims to reinforce the character of the neighbourhood associations putting in value the neighbourhood claims to equip and recover this space unused because it is able to accommodate and promote popular events, inspiring everyday social relations.

The flatness of the land and the availability of a large capacity of the sports field, define “another place” in the district which hosts popular activities on occasion.